SOURCES SOUGHT
Relocate Pull Boxes and Associated Utilities for MET Tower

This SOURCES SOUGHT NOTICE is for all business classifications. The purpose of this sources sought notice is to determine the interest of available subcontractors to support the project titled “Relocate Pull Boxes and Associated Utilities for the MET Tower” at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), located near the vicinity of Carlsbad, New Mexico, in accordance with the Statement of Work (SOW). This synopsis is for information and planning purposes and is not to be construed as a commitment.

PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS IS NOT A REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL, NO SOLICITATION EXISTS AT THIS TIME.

NWP is conducting a market survey to determine the availability and technical capability of all qualified businesses to perform a construction project. NWP intends to award the Relocate Pull Boxes and Associated Utilities for MET Tower project by means of Full and Open Competition and in accordance with the SOW, specifications, drawings, applicable codes and standards referenced in the contract documents.

Synopsis of the work to be performed includes construction support services as follows:

Construction Services The Subcontractor is responsible for providing all equipment / electrical components, personnel and services to complete ECN 14262, Relocate Pull Boxes and Associated Utilities for SSCVS Grading and: 14262 EFCN-1, EFCN-2 and EFCN-3. This is to include the following:

-- Provide and install new Pull Boxes

-- Provide and install new Fiber Optic cable and Telephone cable between the Site and the MET Tower

-- Provide and install 480 VAC power from the Site to the Air Sampling skid 105-Z-008.

-- Provide and Install direct burial cable from 41P-MCC04/7 on Site to a new transformer 25P-TR04/23 and to the existing transformer 25P-TR04/4 in building 472.

-- Removal of existing cables from the MET Tower to the old RCRA Berm.

-- Purchase of new 30KVA, 480 V to 480 V transformer (25P-TR04/23).

Note: The contractors shall provide qualified/trained personnel to perform work activities identified in the subcontract and in accordance with WIPP construction and safety procedures. Examples of Qualification Certificates/Licenses includes: State Electrical License

Estimated Solicitation Issuance Date: May 01, 2019
Estimated Proposal Due Date: May 29, 2019
Estimated Performance Period: 120 calendar days
Project magnitude is estimated between $1,000,000.00 and $5,000,000.

All responding firms are requested to identify their firm’s size and type of business to the anticipated North American Industrial Classification System (NAICS) code. For this acquisition, the NAICS code is 236210 Industrial Building Construction.
Interested parties should contact Jimmy Russell at jimmy.russell@wipp.ws or 575-234-8846 for initial preview of the Statement of Work and Specifications. Your review and feedback of these two documents is appreciated.